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ENGINEERING FACTORS RELATING TO TEE UT'ILIZA'fION 
-~- OF THE CANNEL COAL OF SOUTHERN UTAH 
- ~ ----...- ---.. ~
INTRODUCTION 
The e00perative investigations: of the State 
of Utah with the Federal Government, during the years 
1919-192'4, proved that Utah contains a number of v-ery 
important bodies of carbonaceous materials off'ering 
excellent opportunitie's for producing desirable new 
solid fuel s, oil products and gas, and thereby add new 
wealth to the State. Published data. (1)- by the invest-
igators a .re comprehe'nsive, but it is probable that th.e 
cOln!'1lereia1 Significance of these resear 'ches have not 
as yet been fully appreciated by the Utah public, other-
wise commercial uses of the results' of these investi- ' 
gat ions would undoubtedly have been appiied. 
Utah contains the largest area.· of oil shales' 
of any state, and Gavin(2) and Karrick (3 ) have shown 
that o-ils of high quali ty can be produced from these 
shales, also that Utah possesses a resource in this de-
posit amounting to 30 billion ba.rrels of oil. Schmutz (4) 
has ana,lyz-ed the economic factors affecting the production 
(1) References made to the published data will be found 
in the bibliography at the end of this, report. 
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o-f oils from Utah's oil shales and coals, and he brings 
out the fact that the coals contain 150 billion barrels 
of oil, also other products. Larsen and Stutz(5) have 
recent ly studied factors rela ting to the design and 
operation of a low-temperature carboniz-ation plant and 
refinery contemplated for Carbon County, Utah to pro-
duce oils, gas, power and smokeless fuels from the 
major coal bodies . of the State. The researches of 
Karrick(6) offer many reasons why a large coal-products 
industry should be established in Utah. Speiker(7) re- . 
ports that the oil sand (rock asphalt) deposit at Vernal, 
Utah is probably the residue of a large para.ffin-base 
oil field, its present magnitude being nearly four 
billion barrels of heavy oil. This oil has now been 
demonstrated to be an excellent road oil for gravel-
mulch surfacing, or it may be .cracked into gasoline, 
deisel oil, and road oil for Utah markets. Brighton(8} 
has reported on the many types of hydrocarbons occurring 
in the large bo<iies in Uinta Basin. Also, Allen(9) and 
Richardson (10) ha.ve reported briefly on the existence of 
a large body of cannel coal near Cedar City in Southern 
Utah, it being the only body of this type reported in 
the far western part of the United States. 
2'. 
The la t ter depos it of c-anne 1 coal has been 
selected for this thesis investigation since the pub-
lished data regarding the deposit are meage.r and there 
have been no useful data published heretofore on the 
engineering and economic factors regarding the use-
fulness of this deposit of coal for fuel and for the 
manufacture of desirable coromodi tie s for the Southern 
Uta.-rt markets. Therefore, in our study we have care-
fully studied the sources of intor~tion regarding the 
cannel coals of the United States, (11) and have herein 
presented for the most part the results of our engin-
eering experiments to determine the heat requirements 
and mechanism of disti lling this' cannel coal for oils 
and gases, also our observation as to the burning and 
. 
handling properties of this remarkable coal. 
3. 
CANNEL COAL 
'II) Ashley \ states that, "Cannel coal is a 
maSSive, non-caking, tough, clean, block coal of fine, 
even, compact grain, dull Ius ter, commonly conchoidal 
cross fracture, having a low fuel ratio, a high per-
centage of hydr ogen, easy ignition, long ye llow flame, 
black to brown greasy streak, and moderate ash, which 
is pulverent in burning. It is essentially a. rock de-
rived by solidification and partial distillation or 
oxidation of water-laid deposits consisting of or con-
taining large quantities of plant spores and pollen 
grains and more or less c ont'1linuted remains of low orders 
of water plants and animals~. 
D ·d Wh·t (12). ·t· b t h· . avl. · .- 1 e, l.n wrl l.ng a au l.8 mlcro-
scopical study of the Utah cannel coal, says, "The fuel 
contains very little if any vestiges of the cell struct-
ures of higher plants, being made up largely of lemon-
yellow, more or less lenticular, or globular, trans-
lucent bodies embedded in a brownish black ground-
mass of s·omewhat flocculent aspect. Some of the trans-
lucent matter is probably resinous, while it is possible 
that some of the lemon-yellow substance, less in quantity 
4. 
may be gelatinous, though that is not at all certain. 
On the whole, the microscopical composition of the coal 
is essentially that of a high-grade cannel.~ 
It is generally accepted that bituminous coals 
resulted from woody materials whereas cannel coals appear 
to have been formed from decayed spores, pollen, leaves 
and the cuticle material from plants, thus these waxy 
ingredients account for the high oil yield which is 
possible from most cannel coals, being usually two to 
three times the yield from bituminous coals. The same 
00ganic constituents are largely responsible for the 
oil obtainable from oil shales. 
Ca~nel coal is adapted to the COIIlYnOn uses 
of bitum.inous coals excepting coke manufacture. It is 
especially an ideal fireplace fuel and for a long period 
has been accepted as a n-deluxe tt fuel for this purpose. 
It is very clean to handle, attractive in appe ~rance, 
ignites very easily, gives a cheerful, large, bright, 
orange colored flame, and the ash is in pulverent form. 
It burns without disintegration and therefore does not 
yield as much smoke as the comrnon high volatile bitum-
inous coals, thus makin,~ for a very popular domestic 
fuel. 
5. 
Because of the high volatile content and 
high candle power of the volatiles, cannel coal has 
been in use extensively in former years in the eastern 
United States for coal gas enrichment. In the early 
days in Utah cannel coals and oil shales were imported 
from Australia for use in the first gas plant to in-
crease the candle power of the city gas. The principal 
use of cannel coal in the United States in past years 
was for the production of'oil for refining into the 
common oil products. As early as 1846 oil was manu-
factured from coals and in the year 1860, when the 
first real discovery of petroleum occurred, there were 
fifty five coal-oil plants operat ing in the United 
States, the largest having a distilling capacity of 
six thousand barrels of oil per day. Kerosene (coal-
oil), light lubr~cants, greases, and wax were the prin-
cipal refined products, gasoline having no market 
value at the time. Most of the plants were in Pennsyl-
vania, Kentucky, and West Virginia although one large 
plant was in Boston. The principal cannel coal de-
posits are in Pennsylvania, Kentucky, West Virginia, 
Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee, Missouri, Iowa', Arkansas, 
Texas and Utah. 
6. 
UTAH'S CANNEL COAL DEPOSIT 
oj 
Utah's cannel coal deposit in the Kolab Coal 
Field, is shown in Figure I to be in the Zj,on Canyon-
Cedar Breaks area, forty miles by road from Cedar City~ 
and occurs mostly in townships 39 and 40 South, Range 
9 West. The deposit is now readily reached by road from 
the Cedar Breaks highway, and )it is probable that an-
other road will soon be completed so as to serve the 
deposit from the Ut. Carmel Highway. The cannel coal 
crops along the north Fork of the Virgin River in 
Straight Canyon and is reported to eut~crop also in 
Orderville Gulch, to the south, a tributa.ry to the 
'10 ) Virgin River. Richardson reports the seam at both 
locations to be five feet six inches thick. 
The writers inspected the deposit in Septeomber 
1932 and found the exposed body in Straight Canyon to 
measure four-feet eight-inches thick overlain with thirty-
one inches of sub-bituminous coal and resting upon twenty-
four inches of sub-bituminous coal. The bed is substan-
tia1ly horizontal with a slight dip to the northwest. 
Many other ou t-crops of the seam were note,d and it is 
probable that the cannel coal extends through much of the 
7. 

indicated area in Fig. I. In all probability 500,000 
tons of the coal can be mined along the out-crop with 
steam shovels without the necessity of mining under 
ground. Fortunately cannel coal does not deteriorate 
measureably more than an inch or so back from the out-
crop and is much like oil shale in this respect. The: 
overlying sub-bituminous coal has, however, weathered 
for a considerable distance back from the ou t-crop and 
will have to be discarded. 
There is ample flow of water in the river ad-
j acent to the coal to suppor tat own, als 0 a mining and 
manufacturing operation. An abundance of nearby timber 
is available and a number of small sawmills are operating 
in the locality where mine and camp lumber can be ob-
tained. Deer, trout, and beaUtiful scenery abound. It 
is suggested that a. "Utah Engineers Summer Camp" eU-Dude 
Ranch) be developed at the mine site together with a. 
model coal mine and coal-products refinery to become an 
income asset to the Utah Research Foundation. 
This cannel coal occurs in the lower cretacious 
rocks and may be found in the coal measure about 160 feet 
below a white sandstone stratum which stands out prom-
inently throughout the area. Also the coal is 100 feet 
8. 
above the conglomerate a t the base of the cretacious 
formation. 
A 500-pound sample of the cannel coal was 
obtaine d from the deposi t which unfortunately was not 
a true average of the seam but it is believed to be 
adequately representative of the deposit to suffice for 
this investigation. Chemical analyses of this sample 
and other reported analyses on the air-dried basis 
are as given in Table I. 
9. 
T .. AJ3LE I 
Richs.Tdson (10) 
Proximate Top 2 Ft, Lower 3* Ft, 
Moisture 11,77 6.32 
Volatile Matter 43 . 89 47.45 
Fixed Carbon 29,32 22.73 
Ash 15.02 23.50 
Sulphur 1,38 1.63 
Ultimate 
Ash 15.02 23.50 
Sulphur 1.38 1.63 
Hydrogen 5.87 6.13 
Carbon 54.41 52.46 
Nitrogen 1.21 1.07 
Oxygen 22.11 15.21 
C,s,lories 5,531.00 5,817.00 
B.T.U. 9,956.00 10,470 .. 00 
Bbls. oil --......... _ .. .-. ... -
10. 
Allen (9) Thesis Sarnple 
Average Grab Sample 
----- 4.1 













OBJECT OF PLANT TESTS 
In the visit to the cannel coal deposit in 1932 
information was obtained by the writers showing tha t the 
coal deposit was sufficiently extensive and accessible to 
large ~arkets by truck and rail to justify its early devel-
opment. This was particularly so in view of the recent 
completion of the Cedar Breaks and Mt. Carmel highway to 
the north and south of the deposit leaving only a few miles 
of private roads to be completed. It was also concluded 
that because of the pronounced superiority of this coal as 
compared with all other local coals for domestic fuel and 
as a source of road oil and motor fuel for the National 
Parks area shown in Figure 1, that a need existed and an 
impetus . could be given the development ~f this Utah resource 
if a study were made of the prooessing of the slack coal 
from the deposit. Consequently a study was planned of the 
heat requirements in treating this coal as well as an invest-
igation of the products formed. 
Advantage was taken of the studies made of this 
coal in 1920 by the State of Utah and the Federal Government 
in which laboratory processing data were obtained(9) and by 
1Nhich excellent yields and quali ty of oil were obtained. 
The destructive distilla tiOD method used stean as the }:ea t 
11. 
transferring fluid, the eXl1.aust steam from power plant 
engines or turbines being superheated and then passed 
directly through bodies of sized, dust-free, coal. This 
method(13) had sub sequently been developed(5) for commer-
cial uses and appeared to have many adva,ntages, so it was 
adapted for the thesis study of the cannel coal. In 
designing the test apparatus the primary objects were to 
minimize radi a ted heat losses under all proc~ssing conditions 
and then take temperatures ;:"nd h~at-flow data throughout the 
coal charges and the apparatus, thus permitting a cQrre-
lation of products obtained with the most economical use 
of heat. 
This coal treating method used is one of a group 
being offered to the Utah Research Foundation. 
12. 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
For t ,he purp-o-se of carrying out this inves-
tigation, a small distilling plant was constructed. 
Figures 2-' and 3~ are, r 'especti vely, a schematic plant. 
l.ayout and a photograph of the test set-up. 
The pla.nt, Figure 2', consisted of a gas fired , 
superheater (a), a coal retort (b) , and the condensers 
(c), (d) and (e). 
The· combusti on chamber tf) G'f the superheater 
was constructed af common brick. Heating gas was sup-
plied from the gas line through the control valve (g) 
and was measured in meter (h). The manometer (i) pro-
vided the operator with an instantaneous sight control 
of the volume of gas delivered to the tWe burners. 
These burners consis;ted of the nozzles (j) and the air 
and gas mixing tubes (k). 
Above one end of the combustion chamber and 
supported from the wall by means of a bracket, was the 
steam superheating coil conSisting of approximately one 
hundred feet of t~ atandardpipe formed into a ceil 
fifte'en inches in diameter and forty--eight inches high. 
This coil was hung in the annular space be.twee,D the 
13. 
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cylindrical column (1) and heat-insulating outer wall 
(m), so that the hot gases from the combustion chamber 
passed at high velocity over the coil counter-flew to 
the steam. The outer wall was four inches thick and was 
comprised of two sheet metal casings filled with ttHeatseal tt , 
a diatomaceous silica ea.rth mined near Salt La.ke City, 
and provided by the Staats Insulating CGmpany. This 
structure was supported on a frame work, about ten feet 
above the floor. At the inlet to the superheating coil 
there were provided a steam gauge to show- the pressure 
of the ate'am as it ente-red the coil, a steam-flew reg-
ulating valve, and a steam separator with a drain as, 
shown on the drawing, Figure 2. 
The coal-distilling retort (b) consisted of a 
... 
thin-walled cylinder (n) of 18-gauge black iron with 
welded seams , five inches in diameter and eight fe:et 
high. On the top and bottom ends ' of the retort were 
\V,eIded five-inch pipe couplings wi th screw plugs to 
serve as removable closures. At the top of the retort 
a flexible connection with the superheater was provided 
from a. multiple-elbow assembly of one-half-inch fittings 
and nipples, thus relieving strains on the superheater 
and retort caused by changes of length with temperature. 
14. 
T-o further obviate any strains to the connection between 
the retort and superheater, the retort was made stationary 
bysuspending it from a wall bracket with wires connected 
to arms welded to the top of the retort. Changes in 
length of the retort thus took place downwardly. Like-
wise a flexible multiple-elbow vapor outlet of three-
quarter-inch fittings was provided at the bottom of the 
retort leading into the condenser {el, this also prevent-
ing strains to the equipment due to thermal expansion. 
The retort was well insulated against heat losses by 
surrounding the retort with a . sheet iron jacket (0), 
spaced six inches from the retort and filling this annular 
space (p) with ~eatseal~ insulating material. The in-
sulating material and jacket were supported two feet 
above the floor by a circular steel plate. The lower 
four inches of the retort and the vapor connections pre-
truded through this plate allowing free vertical movement 
of the retort by thermal expansion and easy access to 
the l&wer retort plug for discharging the treate.d coal. 
The superheated steam connections from the 
superheater into the top of the retort were buried in 
the same insulating material up to the top of the five-
inch coupling. The remaining exposed portions of the 
15. 
retort and plug were buried under a layer of ground 
asbestos-magnesia insulating material which was removed 
while the retort was being charged. A low-pressure 
steam gauge (q) was screwed into the charging plug and 
served to indicate the back pressure in the top of the 
retort above the coal. The lower plug was not covered, 
the coal being supported well up within the insulated 
retort shaft. 
Six. thermocouples (.abbreviated to T. C. on 
Figure 2) were placed in firm contact with the retort 
walls through holes in the retort easing at sixteen 
inch intervals, beginning at the bottom of the retort; 
also one thermocouple was inserted in the superheated 
s·team connection at the top of the retor~. The thermo-
couple leads were run to the selective switch board (r) 
from which connections were made to the potentiometer' 
(5) • 
Vapors from the bottom of the retort were 
carried to the top of condenser tc) threugh a vertical 
three-quarter-inch pipe. The condensed vapors were re-
moved at the drain provided, and the remaining vapors 
were then carried out from the top of the seoond tube 
of this condenser to the condensers (d): and (e). 
Condenser (e) consisted of tw'o vertical two 
inch pipes (t) six feet long, Joined at their Iewer ends 
and containing a spiral metal ribbon which caused rota-
tion of the vapor 'ltream and impingement of condensed 
particles against the tube walls. Each pipe was 
surrounded by a steam jacket of four-inch pipe with 
steam fnlets, blew-off, pressure gauge and valves for 
regulating the s,team pressure, and there'fore the temp-
erature on the two-inch tube walls. An oil drain ~vas 
provided in the bottom of the connection between the two 
two-inch tubes. This condenser thus provided a means of 
condensing out of the vapor stream only the high-boiling 
ofl vapors while preventing any condensation of water 
vapor. By thus removing the high-boiling oils, which 
were found to be heavier than water, the remaining oils 
and water could be condensed togethe r in another c on-
denser and thence separated by decantation. Without this 
sele,cti ve condensatioh this crude oil, which has approx-
imately the same specific gravity as water, could have 
been separated from the water only With great difficulty. 
Condensers (d) and (e) consist of two coila of 
two-inch pipe placed in series occupying separate cGropart-
J 'I' J" I ~'. : .,\, ' ':.' "" ;' 
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menta in the condenser box (u).. , Cooling water flowed 
counter direction to the vapors being cooled, the conden-
sa.te from condenser (d) being maintained above 70 de-
grees Fahrenheit so as to prevent the waxy oil condensed 
f 'rom c0t:lgealing and clogging the coils. The oil and 
water condensates of condenser (d) were drawn off under 
a liquid seal and the remaining vapors and gases were 
passed into condenser (e) surrounded by cold water so 
as to condense the light oils, the latter being collected 
in a container shown. The non-condensable gases were 
rl1easured in the meter (v) and were then burned at 
torch 'w). 
18. 
GENERAL TEST PROCEDURE 
In conducting the test runs made in this 
study, the following procedure was practiced in obtain-
ing the data and observations recorded on the accomp-
anying data shee t .s • 
A 50 pound, representative sample of raw coal 
which had been previously sized was charged into the 
retort and the upper end of the retort closed and insul-
ated with ground asbestos-magnesia material. The super-
heater fuel gas was then ignited and the superheater 
allowed to warm up. In the meantime, the steam s.ep-
arator drain was adjusted, condenser (e), Fig. 2, was 
heated by raising its steam jacket pressure to 5 lbs. 
gauge,then condenser (d) was heated by bubbling steam 
into its cooling water in order to raise its temperature 
between 70 degrees C. and 80 degrees C. where it was 
maintained thereafter throughout the run by regulating 
the rate of flow of cooling water, and condenser (e) 
was cooled by turning cold water into its condenser box. 
After containers had been placed under the 
condensate drains from each condenser" the meter (~,,) 
for registering generated gas flow, was read and the 
19. 
retort temperatures were taken and recordea. The sat-
urated steam was then admitted to the superheater at a 
pr e s sur e 0 f 20 1 bs. per sq. in. g aug e • Th e me t er (h), 
registering the flow of gas supply to the combustion 
chamber, was read simultaneously with the admittance of 
steam. The superheated: steam pressure indicated by 
gaug-e tq) at the top of the retort was then read and all 
readings were taken and recorded at 15 minut e int ervals. 
during the superheated steam period. This is the period 
during which superheated steam was being used for dis-
tilling the charge. 
At the beginning of each run a large volume 
of gas was supplied to the combustion chamber in order 
to obtain a rapid rise in the temperature of the super-
heated steam up to the pre-determined distilling 
temperature, (1) and thereafter the gas supply was reg-
ulated at frequent intervals to maintain this temperature. 
When generated fixed gases from the coal began 
issuing from the torch (w) they were ignited, the time 
(1) The final distilling temperature is the approximately 
constant temperature at which the superheated steam 
was maintained during the superheated steam period. 
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was noted and meter (v) read. C-ondensed s:team and the 
mEldium. gravity eils were. collected from condenser (d) 
in an oil separator, from which the water was drawn off 
and measured for the duration of the su:perheated at.eam 
:period. 
The superheater gas sup:ply was then shut off 
of 
at e i therLthe follawing t ,wo ins tants; first, at the 
time when the rate of evolution of the coalf6~gan to 
decline which accompanied a change of flame coloration 
from ora~e to light yellow, indi eating nearly complete 
distillation of the charge; and second, the time at which 
it was estimated, by observing the ris'e of temperature 
indicated by the various thermocouples tbat the upper 
part of the retort and contents had reached a high enough 
temperature and c ontaine d enough heat to rai se the lower 
portion of the retort to a temperature slightly above 
360 degrees' C. 'the initial distilling tempera.ture). It 
had been proved that this final temperature would cmnplete 
the distillation at the base of the charge and that it 
would be attained during the dry-que-nching period. and 
thus decrease the length of the superhea.ted steam period. 
Superheated steam 0 f high initial temperature 
was used to cool the retort and its contents during the 
21. 
time designated ~s the 'dry-quenching period', that 
is, the period in which steam. was passed thr ough the 
superhe ater and retort with the superheater fue 1 gas 
supply discontil1ued • . > Obviously, the residual hea.t 
within the superheater kept the steam superheated to 
some degree after the heating was stopped. This method 
ef ceoling was used in all runs except Test No.8 in 
which the retort and contents were cooled by the methpd 
set farth in the description for tha't test. The retort 
temperatures dur ing the first part of the cooling period 
wer'e read at five minute intervals in order to obtain 
more complete data on the rap.id tempera.ture changes 
that oecurred dur ing this time. 'fhere;after readings 
were taken every 15 minutesa·s before. At the instant 
the evolution of generated fixed gases ceased, the time 
w'ere 
and meter (v)e-ead. 
When all the thermocouples indicated temper-
atures throughout the retort approximating 250 degrees 
c. the steam was shut off and the coal residue was dropped 
out of the retort by removing the lower retE>rt :plug. 
This temperature has been demonstrated to be sufficiently 
low to prevent ignition of the discharged residue. A 
few moments were allowed for the c ondensere (c), (d), 
22 .• 
and (e) to drain, then the oil condensates were mixed 
together and stored for further study. 
Each crude oil sample was distilled under 
pressure in a two gallen still for the purpose of de-
termining the water contained as emulsion in the crude 
oil. Thus the amount of dry crude oil was determined and 
recorded. Analytical dis ti~1ation ana.lyses have previous-
ly been made on the crude oil from this coal which had 
been produced by the same destructive distillation treat-
ment, and consequently it was not necessary to make these 
analyses. However, the yield of crude oil and its prop-
erties were found to be identioa.l in all of the eight 
runs and therefore a sample was subjected to a cracking' 
and refining study. The distillation and cracking 
analys.es determined from this sample are recorded herein. 
The thermal value of an average sample of the. 
generated fixed gases taken dur ing a typical test run 
was also rletermined. 
The retort was charged with fifty pounda 
afcoal sized to -l~ to I t·, which was distilled 
with superheated steam at 650 Degrees Centigrade 
(1202 Degrees Fahrenheit). 
The acc'ompanying temperature curves and op-
erating data show that superheated steam first entered 
the retort at 244 Degrees Centigrade and was then 
raised to 650 Degrees Centigrade by the end of the first 
hour, whereupon its temperature was maintained substan-
tially constant throughout the remainder of the 'super-
heated steam period'. :By the end of this period, namely, 
two hours and twelve minutes, the formation of fixed 
gases had practically stopped, indicatin~ that oil gen-
eration had ceased, whereupon the superheated steam was 
shut off. 
In this test run a.n investigation was made of 
the thermocouples and each was found to indicate the 
same temperatures immediately before and after the flow 
of steam was stopped. This' proved that the couples 
were reading the true temperature of the retort and con-
tents at each of the respective points throughout the 
length of the retort shaft. Couple six was out of ser-
vice during this run. 
2'4. 
The dry-quenching 6 tearn. was then aclmi t ted 
into the top of the retort and its flow continued until 
all thermocouples indicated temperatures within the 
retort approximating 250 Degrees Centigrade. This pre-
liminary run was made for the purpose of observing the 
operating characteristics of the retort and to obtain 
the accompanying data, no heat economies in the use of 
superheated ste.am were attempted. 
25. 
LO![-TEl:PET . .ATG?.E CPI-GC:~IZ~l=I ::;:7 T!S~ 
0:\ C 1: :J:J.FL C O.AL ~ S OU:~{fR~~- urAB 
University of Utah, May~1933 
Test 1\70. 1 . Mad.e by: S. C. Jacoose:l and G. W. Carter. 
Size of Coal: -IUto t t" S1:Terhaated Steam Temp. 650°C. 
Pressure of Sah).rated Stearp to S".1."' e T~:.e[.~~er: 20 lb. per sq.in. gauge. 
Average Superheated Steal'E PreGSl1rG 2~54 1 b. per s~. in.gauge .. 
Baromet2r: __ 25.~.14 rr;:e,. 
Pounds of Superheated Steam used per hour: 69 
r~etort Te!.i~per2.t"JIes - 0"" Time v. Ave. Remarks 
1 2 ~ 3 i 4 5 ~ ".. 7 . P t 
1:.47 74 40 74 74 74 
-
244 q7 Superheated 
Steam Admitted 
2:00 8~ 62 81) 8~ 81) 
-
161) 
2:11) 81) 68 (1) q6 1~2 
-
484 Generated Gas 
Be£ran 
2:'30 84 74 120 184 224 575 .. 
-2:45 155 120 258 395 340 
-
650 
3:00 308 198 388 428 452 
-
658 
-~: 15 414 292 480 491 508 
-
020 468 
-):30 455 334 508 5?Q 536 - 050 Gas Flame C~d~ 
I fro. Orange td~ 
Yellow 
):45 482 3b4 530 545 5~5 - b52 
4:00 50B 390 545 555 5b5 , 
-
b38 
~ Ave !rage of Nc • 1 'I Ihermq ~oUpl e _ 21 p5 Gas Supply Cut_ 
4130 498 ' 405 518 518 512 ~o I 4:45 475 l±Q2 451 448 439 , - - _ l~ 
5:00 376 357 375 ~4~ 365- - , 2 0 I _5:30 270 278 258 242 - 160 -! I 








, ,"' . 
Test ~!o e 1 
. . 
1,:' :'mULA!'E:O 'RESULTS 
.. 
1. iVeie;ht ·o:("r,aVi"'m.m'a.l ;e11E'.rg,ed, p01).nd.s •••. , •• ____ 5.,..Qr..,,:eo,z,O:...,' _-.,.;-
2. Weight of res"i~~~ i 'tO:l1 retOl"t ,poul"lds. · • .~ __ -.,...._2~3:_._5~_o.-
3. 1Jeight of vOla::t ~:;Lest p(n':':;1ds~; . : ••• '.' • ;. • • •• _, ____ . ""=,,.:::.6..:.e,J.5_' --.;.;.~ 
POUi.'1ds ;per ton( ot coal ••••... ,' , ..• 0 .................. _--=1~o~6o;:;..,.:-·· __ -
4.. ~.allti ty of .. ,crude oil, gallor:.s ... ~ .•• '0 ••• ____ ~1 ..... e~6-· ....___ 
Gallons per 'tori.· , o'f cOB.l •. 0 0 •••• 0 •••••• " •• 0 ____ .:.6..,.:.4..:;.e ____ _ 
5. Total gas gener,ai~d, cubic feet ........ o •• ___ ~1 .... 70.;;;..;.._--
Cubic feet ,?er. ,t'011 ofcoal • .o •••••••••• •••• _____ -.6..;;.8..;;.00..;:;.· ...;., ___ _ 
6. Time requiredf.Ord,es tructive , 
distillation, hours 1.33 
7. Time thatsv:perheated sterun 'was used, 
hours 2e27 
g. Total· time of .rl:n, hours .......... .;, ..... " _____ ---• ..J.3~' • .04_7..:;:2 __ _ 
j •... Superheated steal1 1~eq}JJred for 
, destructive distillatibn,po1.;w."1.ds ___ -.,.~9:o=_2-.---
Pouhd:s per., ton "of 'doal .. ' .. " ........•...... : ~~_"--3,,,-6 __ g-.07'-'.---' __ 
10. Totalsuperheateds t'eam used, pounds .~ ' .• ~--,~ ____ .,...;:;1~5~6_. __ _ 
Pounds per ton of' coal .... ;. ... ~ ...•..•.. e ___ 6.;;.,;2;;;.,5=:..0_· e _ ...-
11. Heatre,:;uired for destructi ~re 
di s t ilIa t io'n, :B. T,o U"_--,:-:-:1:-::0:"'!E3~3~O_. ---"::-__ 
:S. T. U. -per ton of: ' coal .. ~ " , ' ,'" ........• • ""..-..........:., ..... 4_1...::3...,.O_O_O_._-." .....-~ 
per test charge. 
1. Total heat content 01 superheated .steam 





2. Heat given to the retort. • • . • ' ,' ... • • • · . "---"~~r.&-+-_~ __ 
3. Heat give:1 t.o the ;residue .. H' ••••••••••• ...,.....~~I;.¥..-+-_~~'-
4. Eee,t in vol.etiles plus ·, fixed gases. o. · .... -~"'-""II.X..t ....... --i'--":~..-..:I~~ 
5. Heat co~ntent of sDl:>eI'heated stealn 
leaving the retort, .......... ~~;.x..~.......:~~~ 







TEST RUN NU1lBER 2 
------. .. ---- -
The retort was c.harged with fifty pounds 
coal sized to -1" to I t~, which was distilled 
with superheated steam at 760 Degrees Centigrade 
Degrees Fahrenheit). 
Reference to the accompanying temperature 
and operating data shows that superheated steam 
entering the retort was raised to 760 Degrees Centigrade 
the first one hour and twelve minutes, 
'II/fhe'reupon its temperature was maintained substantially 
eOrlstant throughout the remainder of the 'superheated 
s:t .eam period t • By the end of this period, namely, one 
forty minutes, the generated fixed gases haa 
burn with a very blue flame which indicated 
production of large quantities of water gas from 
superheated steam reacting with the carbon residue. 
,'!herefore, the superheater fuel gas supply was shut 
sffand the 'dry-quenching period' was begun and con-
tinued until all thermoco¥ples indicated retort temp-
been reduced approximately to 250 Degrees 
This run was made for the purpose of o-b,serving 
fQrmation of water gas from the coal reSidue, also 
28. 
operating charac'teristics of the retort a't a 
higher temperature, namely 760 Degrees Centigrade, 
and to obtain the accompanying data. No heat econo-
~ies were attempted in utilization of the superheated 
st.eam. 
2,9. 
Universitzr of Utah) May 12, 1933 
Test ;':!'o 2 'r~a.~e ~oy~ S " "')~r'r ~"('o-" and."l '::iT I~"'l~ter 
.-. . " • ", .CV "1" • 'J " : C o ..... " 'J ':>v ~';' v.·1 " ~C~ "6 Si~ of Coal: _1" to I- 2" . . SL<;' 3r118ated Steam TeL:p. 7 0 
Pressure of Saturated Steal11 to S;;: ~e r:~eater: 20 lb. per sq'. in. 
Average Su;perheated Stea.l: Press 'Lu~e 2.7 1 b. per sq" 
11 Barome-c: :r: 25.34 "F~" 
Pounds of Superheated Steam used per hour: 66, 
Time Retort TeTiIpGl'at-ures- 00. Ave. Eeillarks 
1 2 3 4 5 ~ 7 . ~ 9 







g·oo 88 lO.~t .; ~8 gg 88 145 SOB Generated Gas 
:Began. 
, . g'lr:) 82 106 g6 120 190 350 572 
g'3D 100 120 182 2"32 290 470 652 
8 0 4r:) 186 172 294 358 392 562 709 ~ 
g:oo ~60 260 452 484 508 620 770 495 
. g: 1'1 460 316 524 543 518 bbO 7'00 Blue Flame 
J (Water Gas) 
': g:10 526 3IB 576 592 b2b 700 782 5bb 
I ~g: ~~ Av ~rag~ of N ). 1 r ~erm )COup. e = 265 Gas Supply Cut~ · 
.Q·l.!.n r:;!=;:;> 408 '1gq 606 621 682 66_4 
ii.l!.~ ~~8 418 '1Q4 610 624 61)8 606 
~.r:;() I;gh ~6 ~i96 ' .606 610 670 ~"10 
-i L J' Q. ~I; 56.3. 4;;6 588 Sg4 ~88 ?1~1 468 b', lO.oo i~~4- 4~6 .~l.B. .5.72 ~66 .~ :_424 ! ; 




;'I (). ';t() 4'1B ~q4 4~o 420 420 ;66 2~g 
,f 10. fir:; ~gO ~r:)~ ~bO ~4g i~2 "102 193 
". ~o4 TIC 28B 282 281 254 150 f 11· 00 
, 1..1'1'1 ~40 ~7C 2~6 2~0 236 206 128 




Test IJo. 2 
.' 
TABU.L.A:xED RESULTS 
Weight of raw coal cl1arged, pounds .•....• ______ ..... 5~O~·.~O~O..,..· ~ 
Weight of residue iro=~ retort ) pounds . . .• · 21. 5 
;'iJei§ht of volatiles , :~~()1):.:ds ......... ,; ...• =========.:2:8:.':-2:.: : .. == 
Pounds per t on of coal .............. 0 •••• _____ ....;1;:;,.1:;.,46..;.,;;,; ..., .......... : ,",:,,' '_ 
Quanti ty of crv.de oil, Ce.} lo?.;.s ....•.. ~ ••• ___ ,"--"--.,.1;;;;;.· .:;..."",5~g ..... · '_ 
Qallons per ton of Goa:!. •• eo • ~ . • ' . o •• ~. • • •.• 63.1 . ' ~otal gas generated, cubic feet .........• ---.--3'""':6jioo5~· -'--
Cub:' c fe e t 1) e r tOIl 0 f coal .......•.....•• ____ 1_4_6 ....00_· .... _ ......... ___ 
Time requirec;ifor d.esttuctive 
distillation, hours 1.17 " 
Time that superheated steffiR Via's used:, 
. hours 1~72 
a Ttl t' .c " ' . 3. ,42" .. : . o • 0 a " 1me O.i. r1J~"1., ,I.'1ours .. ~ .. ~ •.. ," . '0 • 0 •• .....,;.. ____ ~_ ................ '""-- , 
,. : Sllnerhe~~ted st'eEt111l' eq.'Jdred :.j:"~r 
\,"." . " . destructive~ist'il1a.tion, pound.S_ .......... _~, =--=-:7ir.7i<-· · . __ ' 4-.' ......... _ 
,',' · '~,l'-ou.lld~ per ten of ;0,08.1.:, .•.••••••••••••••• _____ ,....-l3~O,...,;9~O~~_ 
'to . Total.' . superhea t 'ed $team >used, pounds ...• "----.-r.-::' 1~1~3~, __ _ 
' 45'.Y\, . ,_~' 
, Pounds per tonol Coal.... . . . . •.. .. • . . • . . • ~"' _ 
.11 ~Heat required f0~r destructive ------~~~----~ 
distillation, ;S.T.U. _____ ~1~1..,.._.=g~5~O ...... ,--
' ~on ?9.~f· c o~ •• : . ' •••..•.• 0 ' , ' •••• ,...... ____ 4-"7.._46_00..;.:. . :_· _~ 
HEAT ~ISTP.IEUTI ON ·IlJ !{ETOR[' 
pertest cbarge. 
Total heat content ,of supe,rheatedsteam. 
e~lteri~1g the retort 
Percent 
B~, T. V.of~ 
to,tal. 
Heat gi Vel} to the ,retort •• · .... U • . ~~. • .... 1 .. "'+'>' ,...'1 !~ . .... : ~2~OO~ .. r-""'-+---"~M--
Heat give:1 to the residue ..... : ~ ." ...... q_f_:~""'· """~ __ I----,o;;~;..,.o. ..... 
in vol.?:tile!3plus;fixed gases ..•• « •• _~""""'~,",+-~"-;";' ___ --'. 
COj.1 tent of sl:pel'heated steam 
Ie avi..'YJ.g the re tort .. _1-.:!i,5"6~~..o+-o-=--:.:..:~_ 
Rea t ul1accQ\.lh ted lor •••••.•. ' .•••... .; ... • ' "-~"-----r-------






. .' ~ 

The retort was charged with fif'ty pounds 
of coal sized to _lit to ,t itt, which was distilled with 
s.uperheated ste~am at 760 Degrees Centigrade (1400 De-
grees Fahrenheit). 
Re"ference to the accompanying temperature 
curves and operating data. shows that superheated steam 
first entered the retort a't 448 Degrees Centigrade and 
was raised to 760 Degrees Centigrade by the end of the 
first fifty-five 'minutes, whereupon its temperature was 
--
maintained substantially constant throughout the remain-
. cer of the' t superheated steam period t. By the end of 
this period, namely, one hour and twenty-f'ive minutes, 
it was estimated that the upper part of the retort and 
contents were at the proper temperature and conta.ined 
sufficient heat to complete the distillation in the 
lower portions of its charge. Tnerefore, the super-
heater fuel gas supply was ahut off and the dry-quench-
ing period was begun which continued until all thermo-
couples indicated retort temperatures approximating 
2~50 Degrees Centigrade. Some of the thermocouples were 
pa.rtly, or entirely, out of service during this run but 
the data were preserved notWithstanding. 
This run waS made for the purpose of observ-
the operating ,characteristics of the retort under 
conditions app~ying better heat utilization, wherein it 
jwas demonstrated that by discontinuing the heating of 
' the superheater during the latter part of the distilling 
to completely distill the lower 
charge by utilizing the sensible heat of 
the coke in the upper portions of the retort. Other data 
also recorded. 
LOW - TE1!Pr-u1Tvi{E C~~"r.{B:O:TlZATIO:JTEST 
~ O.A.:""J:3}L CO ... lli FRO:,1 SOUTHEP.lJ UTAH 
Uni vers i tyof Utah, .May 1; , 1933 
'\ 0 
3 · Made by: S. c. JCJc00sen and G. W. Carter. 
of Coal: -1 II to f ttl, " Superheated Steatni'eriip. 760 00 • 
sure of Saturated Stea.l1 to Su:qe J7l1eater:20, lb. per sq.in. ga.uge. 
Superheated St,eamPressure 3,7 1 b. per sq ~ in . gauge • 
:Barometer: 25.44"F~. 
Pounds of Superheated Steam used per hour: 56 
Time Retort Tempera t::Jre s- °0. Ave .. Remarks 
1 2 3 4 5 r 7 i 9 . 
2l0~ 82 ~ - 74 - tl.20 ~48 70 ~:unerhea ted 
.steam Anmit. h~n 
~·10 , a.Aner~d':An r.r~ q , 
"RQn'!l'n 
2:15 82 6~ :/6 p44 508 -- -





2:4~ 66 ~t - ' 377 - 578 ' 700 . 





3: 15 218 2bC - 53b - 700 782 3:30 292, 31t - 5bb ' 
-
722 794 '538 Gas Su:QplY Cut 
~verl ~e oj No. 0. The Itmoco trole ~,~l& A.t ~.-ru 
, ' 0 
~:~'1 3,3r ..l4J 7~4 762 - .., j' 
- - -
,"3: 40 ~4h ~5f ~ 
- -
722 6'18 
_3:45 ~61 ' ~7~ 
- - -
686 620 4~g 
3:50 31~ _35~ 
- - -
654 '166 
3:55 36~ 39( 
- - -
615 !516 




_53,1 41~ Generated Gas 
Ceased 










- -"312 276 




- JOB - 280 192 
3.=-10 - 2Jt - 244 - 20b 133 
End J; fRur • 
Ave. 
,-
,Test :~o._3:.r-' __ 
TAB'tILATED RESmrx'S 




Weibht of taw coal c:1B..rged, :p.oUn~s .~ · ~ . ..  ~ · •• ______ .,I.5.l1i:Q...I..,¥Q~ __ 
Weight of residue iro:;} .re·to:rt, '~pCiU;l'ldsh •• _____ --..;;;2~l:-;o •.~5_, ___ 
~eight of volatiles, ;)0't:r:lds ••••• " ....... ~ >. " ___ ~-T2~g~ .... 5~' __ _ 
P01.J.J."1ds per ton of coal ............. . ~ ... ~ ... ~ ____ 1;;;.;;1;...4;..;:;o~· •.,.· __ .... 
Qu8.n t i ty 0 f crude 0 i 1 t fallon s ...... jo.d '0 • . ,..." . '-_--'"--,."T1_· .~6~1 ____ · -
Gallons per t .onof b 0$1.1 •••• '.' ••••••• ~ . ........ .....;·_--.---=:-::6:-::4_.""5_ ....... _ 
'l'otal gas generated; cubic . feet. ' ." '., •• ~ . .... __ ~~3~2::-::0:--0 __ ...:.o...,; 
Cubic. feet 1)er 'ton of coal. -0 o. 0 •••• ' .. ~ •• • • ~ • __ ......,;..14J_20_QO_· _. _____ -..;,; 
Time required for d.estructive 
dis t illation 1 hours. ____ ..;...0...--1-.. 0 _6..:;.7_ .. _.,.-
Time that superheatedsteaill waS used, 
hours 1.48 
----~--~~~----To ·tal time 0 f 1"tin, hours ....... ~ .. ", ..... ~ _______ 3~._O_· . ____ ..... 
Superheated stearn required for 
destructive distillation, pOlli"1d.s ....... _____ "":".::oo::g~3~.··;..... _....;..-,_ 
Pounds per ton of coal • . ," ............ ~ ••••• __ --"3~3~2_0--'· .":___ --.-.,.......... 
,.} 1;'O. To~al superheated steam ul:)ed,po'ltrlds ............... --~LlgI?3 ..... --·-· ,_. '_ 
. ~ .. ;. POUl"'lds :per ton of coal ...... · ...•.. · · ." . · .. "_-_.,.)=:Jo3c;;..20"", . ........ ...;..-.. __ 
': il.Heat rec:uired .for d~s tructi ve 
dist ilIa t ion, :s. T • U. ___ ~.--1 .... 1~3~5~Q,",",------· 
:S. T.U. per tone·f a.oal ...... " ........... '.~ ... ~=t4;J5=4:1.,jQ:-..O~o:-----:-__ 
BEAT :1ISTPIEUTIOIJ IlJ RETORT 
.-........- --.- ...... --.' --..... 
. pe·r test .cr-Large. Petcent 
,B. T . U. ·of' 
tot _ 
Total heat content of sD:perheated steam . ', .,' 
entering the retort 
Heat gi "'Ve:L1 to the retort •...•••......•.. · ._~..w::(;W..-I-"';';"'....;;J;..a.w,:~ 
Heat given to ·the re~i~~~ .. ~ .... ~,! •..... -~..w..ool+--f-.-...-..a.;;LI.,...... 
neeJt . in vo1e,tilesplWi ': t xed gasef?~' ''~' .,. '-4-I~Q.L.+-~-+~ 
Heat contellt of sv;pethea.t'ed steam . 
' .. leaving ~he ,retort. '.:..:.~~-...,~~~ 
f'or .. , .. ,' e' It " .. •• ;.. l' ••• ' , - ... -•• ". ' 
" ~\ ~~~~~~~ Heat unaccounted 
!...-... . ~ . _ .. 
., ! 
I I 
'0 1 ' / 

TEST RUN NUMBER 4 
---- -
The retort was charged with forty-nine 
pounds of coal sized to -1- to I which was dis-
tilled with superheated steam at 535 Degrees Centi-
e 995 Degrees Fahrenheit). 
Reference to the accompanying temperature 
curves and operating data shows that superheated 
stearn entering the retort was raised to 535 Degree's 
Centigrade by the end of the first five minutes, and 
thereafter its temperature was maintained substantially 
,constant throughout the remainder of the 'superheated 
steam period'. By the end of this period, namely, one 
hour and thirty-eight minutes, the rate of formation 
of fixed gases had decreased to a low value, indicat-
ing that distillation of the oils wa's approaching com-
Therefore the superheater fuel gas supply 
off and the -dry-quenching period' WaS begun 
which served to complete the distillation and was 
thereafter continued until all thermocouples indicated 
retort te~peratures approximating 250 Degrees Centigrade. 
This run was made for the purpose of observ-
ing the operating characteristics of the retort at a 
lower terlperature than was previously used, namely, 
5~5 Degrees Centigrade, and under conditions applying 
economical heat utiliza,tio'n~ and 10 obtain the accomp-
anying data. 
3·7. 
LO!-T:E,JPE?.ATu"RE CA"8J3C~IZ.d~I :J21 :~s~ 
O:,J CA:r:31 COAL F502~1 SOU:E.YR.~ 'C1A.H 
University of Utah, May~1933 
Test !Jo. 4. Mad.e by: S. 8~ Jacobse:J. and. G. W. Oe.rter. 
S-ize of Coal: _1" to I- in Su!-,ertea.ted Steam TeL1p.535 °0. 
Pressure of Sat1.1.rated Steai~l to S:,l.')8 T::.eater: 20 lb. per sq.in. gauge. 
Average Sl:tparneated Steal'!', Pressl::.r c 2.9 lb. per sg,. in.gauge. 
Barone t ~, r: 25.44 'THg . 
Pounds of Superheated Steam used per hour: 65 
Retort m -. , .:>-~,- 0c ~ Ave. Time ..I..81UP",1. a.t \..lre s - • Remarks 
.----
, .., ~ 4 ,. I . J.. 2 ) 5 9 7 ~j 
'.8120 46 ZOO ~ . 84 84 56 58 I 67 Superheated 
Steam Admitted 
g~30 76 84 
-
90 92 88 538 
g:~~ Generated Gas 
I Began 
.a:1t5 78 86 
-
gO . ,148 "3'50 5"34 . 
. q!OO 77 90 
-
168 302 448 536 
9:1~ 94 144 
-
272 394 482 526 
9:30 174 233 
-
328 422 1+92 .§45 
i: .9:45 277 304 
-
366 444 498 540 
.0:00 329 341 380 ~ 506 545 1+00 ~ -0:03 A" eragl , of ~ ro. 1 Then ~oco:ul le. = 143 Gas Supply Cut ' 
" .. 0:05 31+0 348 
-
383 459 50~ 519 
~O:10 354 358 - 3gb 420 434- 42~ 
' ~0:15 ~)bO 365 
-
382 432 . 4-?~ 39b LljJ. i 
10;20 ~;6g 370 - 370 410 . 1+30 342 
10;JO ~,71 364 
- L_l?6 356 35g~25 Generated Gas 
~ Ceased 
~Ot45 341 312 
-
~ 302 2901 206 
11;00 300 276 
-
244 258 246 168 
11:15 Z:258 , 242 
-
218 230 206 121 
11:30 223 210 . - 194 204 126 120 
En of l"Ull. I 
, 






1. Weie;ht of raw coal cl1cMJ'ged, p01),llds •••••..• ____ 4_9_· ..... 0_ ...... __ 
Weight ofresid"J.e~ro~~~ r'eto:i.~t, POUllds, •• • _____ --...z .... 6 ....·.:a,o ........ · __ 
ry-eight of volatiles, :) C\'~'':'lC.S •. , .'~ ." ••• • • ' •• • 23.0. 
PO'l..Uldspet ton of coal ... . .. " ...•.....•• __ .....:....~91.::z4:.l.o10~._' _. """'-_ 
Quanti ty' of crude oll, £"8.::01: S, .••• .; , ., ••• ____ ·.... 1,..... · a.Io6",,::3~· --..-
. Gallons lJer ton afcoal •. 0 • •••• • 0 • • • ~ ... • .-----I.6oL::3r-w8~_-
t" 5. Total gas g enerated, cubic feet ...... ,. 0 .----7~9,;..· ___ _ 
Cubic feet1}er ton ot' coal •.... · 0 • • , ••• "_~~3 ... 01o'ol6oJ.,;QIoL.L.' __ _ 
''6. Time reQuired ·for destt~ctive < 
. distillation, hours 1.82 
Ti:ne that superheated. steam Via.S used, 
hours _____ 1.... ~6 ... 2_...-
Total time of !'1Jn, hour·s ...............•• ____ .... . 2..... """8 ... 2 __ _ 
Superheated stea11l required for 
des truct i ve dis t illa tion., poun<is __ ~...:1:;.;O~q5 .... · . ~. ____ _ 
Pounds per ton of coal.,; .... , ... • • .. 0 •••• _--------"!±""'3Q~· . · QII(..l.L--..~­
' ,r~ :10. Total su.perheated steam used, pounds •... o __ ---=-.-Ila.:Q~501.· ,a.-.-__ -
Po-unds p81" ton of coal ~ ..••• • • · · ... 0 ••••• ....;....---J,.4.,L3Q~Q~· .:-..,.. _____ 
II.Heat re ~;uired for d.est~J_c ti Ve 
di s t ilIa t ion, :B. T • 11 • ;......-,_---!9~9'-=1:.:0:..::.-. _--,..._ 
B. T .·U. :)81" ton of coal.~ .. • ..... . ...... , • • .....:.....;. ...... 3u9~Qlt~QIIQQu· .~. ___ _ 
BEAT DI"STPI3UTI01J IlJ :RETaRT 
p.er test crl8.rge. Perqe~t 
:B. T. U. . of . 
total . . 
Total heat content of::rl~perheated stearn 
e:1t e r il'"l-g the re t ott ..... ~.z.,:..:;.:::o..~=~::o.:--
Heat gi vei.: to the retort ..... .; •....••. ~ ...... -~= ...... t----=:..:..,...'F-~ . 
Heat given to the residue ....... ........• ".......-.J. .... ~+-.~#;L~­
Hee,t in vole tile ?" n1us :f~xed sases o ••• 0 q .".. -'-,....I..a.~.:.....t-..-..-..=....L""--
cO:1tent, of s"(±>e ~'heated steam: '. . 
lea:ving the retort .. 1 2 400 
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The retort was charged with forty-seven 
of coal si zed to -i" to " i"'" which was di s-
with superheated steam at 650 Degrees Centi-
(1202 Degrees Fahrenhe it). 
Reference to the accompanying temperature 
curves and operating data shows that superheated steam 
ente-ring the ' retort was raised to 650 Degrees Centigrade 
, 
by the end of the first fifty-five minutes, whereupon 
its temperature was maintained substantially constant 
, throughout the remainder ,of the 'superheated st eam 
By the end of this period, namely, one hour 
~md thirty minutes, the rate of formation of fixed 
ga ses had decreased to a very low va lue anR all thermo-
couples indicated retort temperatures above the tln-
ltial distilling temperature t • Since these two con-
ditions a.re indicative of completion of distillation, 
superheater fuel gas supply was then shut off and 
the' 'dry-quenching period t was begun, iivhi ch continued 
until all thermocouples indicated retort temperatures 
approximating 2'50 degrees Centigrade. 
This run was made for the purpose of observing 
40. 
the operating characteristics of the retort using 
the sYIlall er . s iz e d coal t name ly, -itt· to I t 1t, and to 
obtain the accompanying data. 
41. 
Uaiversity of Utah, May~1933 
Ho. 5 . ~lade by: S. o. Jacoose:l and G. W. CeTter. 
of Coal :~_~,o~" i" , Superheated Stea"'Il TeLlp. 650 °0 • 
Pressure of Satl1.rated. SteaIp to S"T:'er:'leater: 20 lb. per sq.in. gauge. 
Average Superheated SteB..l.l1 PreSS1JT8 . 4.16 lb. per sq. in.gauge. 
EaroDe'C 2r: 25.Y6 nEg. 





Meter out of 
Order 
1y Cut' 




Ma;r ----1!L ___ 19 33 
'WtJLATED RESULTS 
1. Weight of raw coal c:1arged, pO"luids •••• ;, •• ___ --..... 4+7-...... 0_ ........ _ 
2. Weight cjf residue i tom retq:-ct, pq1U1ds •• _ " ___ -2;;;:.4_.., ..... 0 ..... ·..--__ 
3· "Jeiglit of volatiles, ~-; O"1'}.:J, cls e' '" • • ••• ~ •• ·-----9· ·I2=3~ . :.. •• ·  Oo;::..:. _. . __ ---... 
·Po1Jl1.ds per ton of coal ........ " ..•• ' ... ~. ___ -....;,.---, __ ...... ___ 6~ ......... __ 
4 • . quantity of crude oil, 5."::'8,: l or.;"s· ....... < ..... ______ ...,..:I~.;..,fjl ..... 3""-.,_ ...... 
Gallons per ton of Goal ..•... o. • .• . ~ . • ... ~ .'T'"" ___ ;....,...~6,,5,..;..._. ___ .... '-"'-
5. Total gag g.enerated, . cubic feet . .. " ... . '0 ••• (M~ter out of 
Cubic fee,t 'gerton of co.al .... ~ .... 0 0 •• '0 • e , order) 
6. Time reqy .. ired for d.estructi ve 
di13tillation,hoUTs 
7 ~ Time tr..a.t s\l:perheat~d steam VIas Used, 
1.37 
1.5 . ho~$ 
. " 2.67' Total time .of 1'l)ll,hours ..... 0" . ; ••••• 0 •••• ___ ~ __ ....:--__ 
Superheated steaJnreq,uired .:;for 
. d~structive distillationJPound.s_...-.._~. ~7-t::3_._6 __ -.-
Pounds parton of coal........ ............. 31~g. 
, 10. Total sD~er1ieated.ateam used" pounds • ~ 0 •• -----.J,~::7"r"".""'=5=""·. ----
. Pounds per ton of coal .. ~ .. ~ •..•..•......• ___ ~3_4_2_0_· .-",-__ 
11. Heat re ::uired for de$ t~J.c.tive 
distillation, B.T.U. __ ~~1~Q~6~QQ~·· ~. ____ _ 
J3 • T . is 0 p e;1."' to 11 0 f coal •.•.•.••.. 0 ••••• 0 •• _ ........... ·-"l± ... 2 ..J.4.,xQ_Q_Q_._· --. __ 
~T DISTPIEUTIQ~ III ~TOEtT 
per test charge. Percent 
:S. T.U .. , of 
totl$.l ... 
Total heat cop tent 0 f~r;J;p er~ea teds t~am ' , ' "I 
e:1 teril:g there to~t ...... ~~!UIl,,-~-*ii~~ ...... 
Beat gi vel: tv the re~brt.~. oi ~ ~ ........ , •• • • ___ ~~~~....,..,.~~~ 
3 .. Eeatgiven to the re~id1).e ........ .. . ..... .. ' .• _........,,...,....~ ........ _ ...... _~ 
4 Heat in vole,tile~ plus fixed ga$es" • .; .......... -,..;,;.~~~r---;.,,~~-
H~at _.contel1~ . of ' s'ypel"h~ated ste~ 
-. . . leaving the reto·rt. '..&¥~~~t--o=:..;:;..:::~..--
Heat1:ul~c·6unt~Q. fb~ ... ~· .~ . , : · /. ; •....• : .••..• ~~~~~--~~--
43. . I; · ,-' ~ , . " ~ . . 

TEST RUN lTUMJ3ER .2.-
The retort was charged wi th fifty pounds 
coal consisting of two selected sizes, namely, -1" to J 
to J ttt, ea ch of twenty-five pounds weight. The 
lower half of the retort and the 
smaller size the upper h a.lf, and the entire charg'e was dis-
tilled with superheated ste am at 650 Degrees Centigrade 
Degrees Fahrenheit}. 
The accompanying temper a.ture curves and operating 
show that superheated stearn entered the retort at. 101 
Degrees Centigrade, and by-the end of the first forty-four 
minutes it had reached 650 Degrees Centigrade, whereupon 
temperature was mai~tH.ined- substantially constant through-
the remainder of the 'superheated steam period'. By 
t he end of the period ~ namely, one hour ana nine Elinutes, 
it was estimated that the upper part of the retort and con-
te'.nts were at the proper temperature and contained suffic'ient 
heat to complete the distillation of the coal in the lOiNer 
:p:ortions of the retort. Therefore, the superheater .fuel gas 
supply was shut off and the dry-quenching period was begun 
Which continued until all the thermocTluples indicated retort 
t "emperatures approximating 250 Degrees Centigrade. 
44. 
This run \"las made for the purpose of observ-
ing the o.perating characteristics of the retort using 
mixed size coal under conditions applying economical 
heat utilization and to obtain the accompanying data. 
45. 
LOW-TE1D?E?.,ATlj:R]J C.A~J3C:7IZATI C:; TEST 
. aIr C.A:::r:mL COAL 50:;: SOU:RE...-e.:.T tr:rm 
University of Utah, May 14, 1933 
Te'st No. 6 .. Made by: S. C. Jacobsen and G. W. Ce"rter. 
Size of Coal: '" . Superheated Steam Temp ... 6,0 0 0 • 
Pressure of Saturated Steam to S-;x)erneater: 20 lb. per sq.l.n. gauge-. 
J.verage Sv:perheated Steam :p~e~sur~ ~.6 m:r lb. per sCI. in.gauge .. 
Baromet::.r. . 25.4 reg. 
Pounds of Superheated Steam used per hour: 56 
Time Retort Temperatuxes- °C. 
1 2 ~ 3 t 4 . 
I 
!~:Ol 74 1106 10;:> 106 
I~:O~ q2 110 106 106 
13:08 
: '~:1f) 90 106 102 102 
' ~ :30 88 106 115 184 
i :45 102 154 240 ~ 08 
I~:OO 240 292 360 ~ 86 
1\tf:15 046 370 408 L14 
Av rage of N ). 1 
14:20 .404 394 424 424 
14:25 1422 410 428 422 
14:3° 1434 418 426 406 
,IJ.:1.f5 142b 412 384 350 
15: 00 t3bO 3Lt2 324 288 
f5:15 278 277 280 244 
[5:30 2'53 258 243 222 
J E I1d of 
Ave. 
'" 25 1bs. -1" to ~ ~" 
25 1bs. -in to t In 
5 ". '7 .9 
lOb 80 101 
106 84 _~6_Q 
106 248 610 
346 482 64z 
448 552 652 
510 578 652 
532 588 612 
~erm >coup e = 
514 566 524 
490 532 460 
466 484 . 398 
392 384 ·2I2 
322 310 214 
256 244 126 
242 .218 ·1~4 
r1.m.. 
46. 
Ave .. Remarks 
. 
9£ 10.. .. '-h~H:l+'Qn 












Test !~o. 6 
-.-.::---
May 14 1933 
1. iV~ight of raw coal c:18.rged, pound~ .; ~ ..• ~' • • 50.0 
~ 2. , Weight of residue irom retort, "polfUds. t , •• : , :' =====:2:5:.:°:°:=== 
, 3. "'Vetght of volatile~) ~; ~)')':'lQ.13. :. ••••• " ••• ,: ••• ...,.--___ ~25~. _.O __ -
PO'l;4"1ds per ton of coa) •• J • •••• ~. • • : ~ " " .... . '~ _· ' _____ l_0_0 ..... 0r-· ."'7"'"':c:--' .......... 
. 4. ' Quantity of crude oil, Calloi:s .....•..••• ____ --=1-·~_6_2~· _-
Gallons per ton of coal ... ' ................ ~ ____ ~6~4.;..:· .u7.,.....5'.-. .. ___..-
5. Total gas generated" Gubic feet ....•...• l~M ..... f3 .... to...;e.-r_· .... o __ u ..... t_: __ o-=:;;f __ _ 
Cubic feet l')er tOll0i' C oa1.4 ~ . • . •. . . • • . . .. order) , 
- 6 ~ ~im~ requlr~d ; f;or 'd~s't~~C·t:ive .''' " ......... ----;:..:;;...;;;;.=..;: ..... -~ 
, , '" distillation, hours _~_.,...-....;;1;;;..;';..;:;2 ... 5,--_ 
7. Time that. sv:perheated ~t'e~ll was ,used, . 
hours ......... ___ ...;;1_· .;..;:1::...05,--_ 
. g. Total time of run, hours-................ " ____ ...:"2:..;· .,-4:..-0.-. __ 
j. Superheated steam req~uired for 
destructiV~distirlation:,pound.s_.....-_~6~4.;..;· .;....4=-__ 
Pounds per ton of <;:0 al ..• : ... · .......... . --.-_--"2::.5J-7'::-4.:...;.~ .. -...;..,. __ _ 
, . 10. Total ,su,erheated steam used, p 'oun.dS .............. ......--.---;.........,;6:;,,4-..:: .:...;4:,...· .....,..... __ 
" Pounds per ton of coal ~ ........... "~ ,; .....• _----...:2:.5.4.7 ..... '4.-.,.;.;..... ',- ...--_ 
11. Heat re:::;uired for destI"l).cti'Ve 
dis tillat ion, :B. T. u .~-=~1:::.;::Q::.;:6;..;:o;.=;O~· . __ _ 
:s . T . .u. per tOll of coal ............. .' ....... ____ ...:.4:;or.~4~o-OO=· .· . ...,.:,...,.-____ _ 
per test charge. 
.. ' 
Percent 
:S. T. U II ' of . 
total . .. 
. 1. Total heat content of superhe~ted steam. 
. e~lteril1g ,tne: r e tort l04.,J;..080~\ O::;,..· -;-.~~~_ 
2. Hea,t gi Vei.l to the ~eto;rt ............ ~ . ~ .• .•• ' . 4 ... ~ I~_~.....---",,~ 
given to the residue. ' .~ .... ~ ...... ".--'-~""'-~I--""""': _____ ~ 
in vol~tiles plus f.i:x:ed6a~,es ••••• ,. ._--':-........... _..........,~ __ _ a: 
Heat 
He8,t 
con te~1 t of · s'l,{:>erheated steam .' . " 
leaving the retort .. ~8~4 ..... , ~50~O:!-, --.,.. __ 81,="".-:2=-0_' 










The retort was charged vIi tho forty-eight 
pound's of coal, si zed and placed in the retort, from 
bottom to top, in the fol'lowing order: 16.5 pounds 
of ~l· Ittt; 16.5 pounds of -t- to It"; and 15 pounds 
of· -ttt to ,L 118 ft • The charge was distilled with 
superheated steam at 760 Degrees Centigrade (1400 De-
grees Fahrenheit). 
Reference to the accompanying temperature 
curves and operating data. shows that superheated 
steam entered the retort a.t 484 Degrees C-entigrade and 
was raised to 760': Degrees Centigrade by the end of the 
first forty-four minutes, whereupon its temperature 
was maintained substantially constant t:q,roughout the 
remainder of the t, superhea ted steam per i ad t. By the 
end of this period, namely, one hour and thirty-five 
minutes, the formation of fixed gases had ceased, in-
dicating that distillation was complete, whereupon the 
superheated steam supply was shut off. 
o Advantage was taken of the opportuni ty to 
study the temperatures throughout ~he retort insulating 
wall " by periodically moving all of the thermocouples 
at one inch intervals outwardly from the retort surface) 
48. 
-. 
to the retort casing surface. (See Figure 4 , 
Page 52 ). The dry-quenching steam' was then admi t ted 
to th'e retort and its flow continued until all thermo-
couples indicated temperatures approximating 250 De-
grees Centigrade. 
This run was made for the purpose of observ-
ing the operating characteristics of the retort using 
coal of three different sizes, also to obtain retort 
insulation temperature gradients, and to obtain the 
accompanying data. :No heat economies w-ere attempted. 
49. 
LOW-TE}1PEP~TG?.E C.A.'rwC:7:tZATIO:J TEST 
o:~ CA::J:3:L CO.4.L BOM SOUTHF.:P.:t' ttrAH 
- --,-- --
University of Utah, May 15, 1933 
T'e,~ t lJo. 1 . Made by: s. c. JRcobse:1 and G. W. Carter. 
Size of Coal: • . Superheateci Steam Ten-rp • 760 0 0 • 
,ressure of Saturated Stea.? to SiIier:'leatef: 20 lb. per sq.in. gauge • 
.lverage Suparheated St.eam Pressure 3.3 lb. per sq. in.gauge. 
:Barometer: 25.3 "P..g. 
Pounds of Superheated Steam used per hour: 6~ 
/' 
Time Retort Tem:pel~at'.)l'es- °0. ./lve. Remarks 
1 2 3 t 4 5 I'" 7 . ;> I 
~:44 38 38 .38 40 58 60 484 IQ SuoerhA~ t.An 
Steam Admitted 
~:~2 iGenerated Gas 
'RA.C1'~n 
4:00 76 64 64 ')2 116 ~~8 '1Q4 
4:15 70 66 76 148 ,366 · 486 664 
4t10 76 134 250 29g 468 586 772 
4:45 220 278 360 JI8 _552 654 _774 
5:00 ,344 556 408 404 542 648 TI8 500 
5:15 430 404 44S 464 592 706 805 550 
5:20 Ave rage of No • 1 T ~ermo coupl ~ = 150 Gas Supply Cut .; 
Steam Su"Ou1y . :. 
Cut 
Thef >llow ing c ata VI laS ta ~n t o det ~rminl the telIIPerature 
gr adiet t fro m the reto ~t ou ~ward to t' e oasine. 
5:25 238 220 286 258 376 436 
-
302 I" from retort 
, 5:"l 2 96 80 146 142 232 328 
-
107 2" from ' retort: 
5:':0 5 56 50 82 70 lOb 158 - 81 3" from re tort 
2:LO 32 34 40 34 b4 84 - 48 4" from ret()rt 
5:45 24 
-
32 30 4b 
-
- 33 5" from retort 
5:50 29 29 28 29 29 28 - 28 Surface of 
Note: The last serie s of tempe ratur ~s we "e retort casing 
take n Wii ha n erom ial t ~ermo ~eter Mean of the 
b:15_ 422 · 3bb 39b 3bb 418 422 258 ave.te~.from 
.9-=30 34b 312 314 283 322 296 150 5: 25 to5: 50 wa e 
b_t~~. 2bb 258 258 244 274 244 120 168 
-
• 16.5 of _1" to I- ~If; 16.5 of _~It to I- tIt; 15.0 of -ttl to f 1/8" 
50. 
Test l!o. 1 
l\~ay . 15 19~3 . .,; 
TABULATED' RESULTS 
1. Weight of raw coal c:'1E'_rged, pqunds ••• ~. 0 o ___ ~*,1.:I§"""'t..ilIIQc...,.....",. __ 
2. Wei'ght of residv,e i:ro:rJ. retort, ]::)'o1L."1ds~ ••• ____ ..,........::2o;;;2~.;_O ...... : ...... _ 
3. ~eight of volatiles) ~} Ol::;ld.S p •••• ~ . . . ...... 9 ~ ______ ~ ...;;:;2~6 ....... ..;;.O;...' -...,. ............ 
Pounds per ton of coa.l .............. 0 o · ., ••• --.._ ....... 1 ..... 0_g .... 0_'· ......... "o-~ 
, 4 0 QuaYl tityo:fcrucle oil, sa::o~:s. 0 •• 0 •••• , ' •• __ -....._..".,-,;1;;;.,;.".,"""7.2 .... ' ...-_ 
Gallons p·er t Oh of Goa:;. •••••• 0 ~ • 0 0 , ' . *0 q •• ....., ___ "-'6_6~._ ......... ........ 
5 . ' Total gas gen~rated,cubicf eet, ....... "'I'. (M~ter out· of . 
Cubic feet n81' ton of coal ...... 0 •••••• '0 I!---o-r~d""'e""'r-.r-)-----~ 
6. Time requir~d for d.estruct.1 ve . ' - ........ -~--..-...;...........,---...-
, distillation, hours 1.33 
7. Time tbat s~perheated stearnw?"s used, 
. , hours 1.6· ' 
g. Total t imeo;f r1)n, 'hours 0 ••• ~ •••• 0 ••••• ,.----"""l3~·.--:o----' 
j. Superheated. stea.'1l 1?8Cuired for , 
- de,S tructi v~ ·'dist illa tion, p,ound.s ___ -=-:::!_f$,.1~ .•_2 __ -
Pou..l1dsperton of coal. ~ ................ "_. ____ · ...:1;2;....!:3~8~O;;..o. ___ -
lO.Tota:t sU'perhea.tecl steam used., pOUllds •. o. "_~ __ ~~9~g __ •• ___ _ 
P d t f · '1 4080. o'un s· per on 0 , c'oa. :., .•..• .• OJ' •••• .•••• 0 ._, --"_-;...,....--.-.:--......... __ 
' 11.Heat rec:uired for de s tn.).c ti ve 
dis tille.tion,B. T:. Uo __ """",,,,1,,:,,15.;...O-=,,,O~ ..-• .....-.......... _ 
<B. T. U. l;)er ton of coal ... 0 ........ . ~ • • • • • • • 460000~' 
llEAT . :)tSTBI:SUT:rO~r 111 :RE.TO:RT 
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The retort was charged wi th fifty pounds of 
coal sized to _lit to ft"', which was distilled with 
su];)erheated steam at 760 Degrees Centigrade (1.400 De-
grees Fahrenheit). 
Reference to the accompanying temperature 
curves and operating data shows that superheated steam 
entered the retort and was raised to 300 Degrees Centi-
grade by the end of the first twenty minutes, whereupon 
its temperature was maintained substantially constant 
for the remainder of the tpreheating period t • By the 
end of this ];)eriod, namely, one hour and ten minutes, 
number one thermocouple had reached 135 Degrees Centi-
grade. The superheated steam temperature was then 
raised to 760 Degrees Centigrade where it was maintained 
substantially constant for the remainder of the tsuper-
heated steam period t • At the end of this period, namely, 
one hour and ten minutes, the superheated steam was shut 
off, the upper retort plug removed, and saturated steam 
p.assed through the superheater and exhausted to the" 
atmosphere until· the superheated ste.am had been reduced 
to a temperature of 2;00 Degrees Centigrade. Meanwhile, 
all retort temperature~ s were read and recorded. The 
retort plug was then replaced and steam from the ,cooled 
52. 
superheater was then passed through the retort unti 1 
all thermocouples indicated retort temperatures approx-
imating 250 Degrees Centigrade. 
This run was made f or the purpose of observ-
ing the ope rat i ng char acteri s ti cs of the retort \vhen 
low temperature superheated steam was- used for preheat-
the charge t also for cooling all of the residue, 
, which results appear in the accompanying data. 
53.. 
Test Iro. 8 . Mad.e by: S. C. Jacoo se::. and G. W. Carter . . 
Size of Coal:-1" to t in S"Ll.;"'.:'2rh ea ted Steam Terflp. 760°C. 
Pressure of Sat:"'l.rated St effi~l t o S·'.l .. "eT~'.eat s r: 20 lb. per sq.in. gauge. 
Average Sl..'p erneB.ted Stea:.-r. ? 1'8 SS1.T G ' 3.1 2.0. per sq . in.gauge. 
]arom,et cr: 25 •. ~_IT;:g . 
Pounds of Superheated Steam used per hour: 66.p 
Time Retort Teiiip er a tures _ °0. I I Av e. Remarks 
1 2 ~ 3 t 4 ·5 ". 7 ! I 9 '1 
"):~O 18 24 20 20 16 22 40 I 
4:10 84 1)4 ~8 ~6 9_2 222 298 . 
4:20 82 60 124 82 124 244 ")02 
4:42 86 86 146 lS4 210 270 2g8 
4:50 104 108 166' 166 218 274 ")00 
~:OO 13_2 134 180 176 228 280 306 205 .. 
.....5:02 (Superhea ted) 
5:05 15!+' 150 190 180 
(Stm. Temp.) 
230 282 394 (Increased ) 
5: 12 174- 164 204 192 254- 356 552 Generated Gas 
I Began 
5:30 192 182 278 235 324 412 bbO 
5:45 230 222 282 312 418 55b 735 
b:OO 280 268 358 J~8 ~~, bllt I 7bO 
b:11 r----' Sup.steam and ' 
. i 
6:13 332 318 406, 421. 540 6421 700 481 Gas Cut. 
6:2~ Ste am tu rned ~hro~ sh au >erhe ~ter, but e xhausted to 
the ~ tmos ,here untin. the rmoco lple ~o. 7 reacl: ed 415_. 
6:45 24-8 ->20 "l;9~J 408 524 490 406! 
1:00 225 ~17 ".l 82, 394 522 400 292 
]:15 206 "l16 "l761 ..-28O 502 342 236 
.J.: 35 178 ".l04 -j64 364 464 282 200 
7:47 286 '16 ~54 316 342 230' 170 Saturated Stm. 
7:52 306 ".l06 ,21 276 304- 218 154 Admitted. 
8:00 300 277 27 243 270 203 136 
a.:. ~5 238 23.~ 23.3i 209 233 181 120 
Note: This charge was preheated to an average of 2050 c. 





Te s t IJ 0 ._.-:8 __ 
May 17 1933 
TABULATED RESULTS 
}. Weibht of raw coal c-:narged, pounds....... 50.0 __ 
2. -reiE:;ht of residue iro:n retort, p01.ll.'1.ds.... 22.0 
3. ;;6 ight of vela t i.les, p0i.7.:1ds.............. 28.0 
F O1.JrJ.ds per t on of coal... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 1120. 
4. quantity of crude oil, gallons........... 1.625 
Gallon.s per ton of coal.................. 65. 
5- Total gas generated, cubic feet ....•.•..• (Meter out of 
Cubic feet 1}er tOll of coal.............. • order) 
6. Tif'1e required for d.estructive 
distillation, 110urS 1,15 
7. Time tr-LB.t superheated ste2'~1 Vias used, 
hours ______ 1_._1..-.2 __ ,-
8. Total time of run, hours ........... _ ..... _______ 3"-,_2_2_ 
j. SD:perneated stearn required for 
destructive distillation, pounds ________ ~6~9~.~5---
P~Q~ds per ton of coal................... 2780. 
10. Total su:?er:heated steam used, pOlJnds •..•• ______ 6w.9 .... · ..,.500'--
Pounds per to~ of coal ....•......•......• __ ----~2~7~g~O~.~-­
ll.Heat re ::::uired for destructive 
distillation, B.T.U. __ ~ ____ 7~7~1~Q __ ---
E.T.U. per ton of coal ................... ______ ~3Q-g~,4~Q~Q----
h"E.A~ :J! S TP IBUT I Q}:r Il~ BE TaR T 
per test charge. Percent 
B. T. U. of 
total. 
1. Total heat content of SU1Jerheated steam 
entering the retort ~ 
gi ve~.} to the retort • . · ... · ...... · . . . 2-.e .. ~;5--
gi V6:1 to the res id1).8 ••••••••••••••• • .-.. ~.l. .. s.o.._ 
in voletiles plus fi~ed gases....... . -J-J:l:2..--
content of SC'Pe"'~::!~~g s~~:mretort .. i; ~~ I I~';; 
Th"1accolJ..Yl ted for.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;:: _ 
2. Heat 
3· Heat 4. ne8.t 
5· Heat 
6. Heat 
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HEAT. CALCULATIONS FOR, TEST RUN NO •. 6 
The following information is presented to 
show the bases upon which the tabulated results and 
the figures representing the haat distribution in the 
retort were calculated. Test No. 6 is chosen for this 
purpose, since it is typical of the series of tests 
made. The numbers of the items appearing below corres-
pond to similar numbers presented on page 47. For 
figures used in the calculations see data sheet, page 
46. Items not listed are self-explanatory. 
'TABULATED RESULTS 
3. Weight.!t volatiles, pounds 
This is the difference between the weight of 
the ra.w coal charged and the weight of the residue, which 
is: 
50 - 25 :: 25 pounds. 
6. ~ reg'uired m destructi ve distillation, hours 
This is the total elapsed time from the in" 
s.tant superheated steam was admitted to the retort t 0 
the instant that thermocouple number one reached the 
initial distillation temperature, namely 36-0 degrees 
C.entigrade. 
5£-. 
7. ~ ~ superheated steam ~ ~t!, hours 
This is the total elapsed time from the in-
stant superheated steam was admit ted to the re·t ort to 
the instant that the superheater gas supply was shut off. 
8. Total time .2..t .!:.1:!!!, hours 
This is the total elaps'ed time from the instant 
superhe ated steam was admi tted to the retort to the in-
stant that thermocouple number one reached 250 degrees 
Centigrade while the retort was being cooled. 
9. Superheated steam required, ill destructive, dis-
tillation, pounds 
This is the total superheated steam used in 
the time specified in item 6: above. 
10. Tot.al superhea.ted stearn used, pounds 
This is the total superheated steam that was 
passed into the retort during the time specified in item 
7 above. 
11. Heat reguir ed fordistillil1S ~ coal, B.'l'.U. 
This is the heat given to the coal. charge it-
self during the time specified in item 6 above. This 
is the product of the weight of raw coal charged,times 
the speoific heat of the raw coal, times the temperature 
difference between the figure representing the average 
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of the thermocouple readings at the end and the figure 
for the average temperature- at the beginning of the 
periOd specified in item 6 above. Substituting gives: 
50x .. :3lx682 : 10.,600 B.T. U. 
HEAT- DISTRIBUTION IN RETORT t B.T.U. 
1. Total he 2~t content of superheated steam entering 
retort 
Since the published steam tables do not give the 
properties of superheated stea.m above 1000 degrees lahr-
enhei t , it was found necessary to substitute in Go,o,d-
enough's empirical equation: 
. He :: 0.32'0 '1' a I O. 000063 T~ 
" 0.003331> ,t 948.7 
in which 
23 .• 58,2 
Ts 
C3}1 (lfo.0342n t) 
'1'4 s 
Hs • total heat of one pound of superheated s,team 
above 3'2 degrees F .. 
'fa: :i superhe:ated steam temperature- degrees Fahr. 
absolute. 
0:3 :: a. constant, the logarithm of which is 10.7915 
P • pressure of superheated steam, pounds per Sq. 
in. absolute .. 
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!!!!! Dr STR IBUT ION .lit THE RETORT, B. T .U. (C on t t • ) 
The superheated s,team temperature corresponding 
to 525 degrees C. (the average temperature during the 
superheated steam period) is: 
Ts - 1157 I 460 • 1617 degrees F. absolute. 
The average superheated steam pressure was, found 
by adding the average reading of the, gauge to the 
barometric pressure. Thus 
p = :3:.6 " 2:5.46 : 3.6 I- 12'.48 .: 16.08 lb. per sq. in. 
2.04 abso~ute' . , 
Substituting the above values in Gooden,ough' s 
a,quati on gives the total he at of one pound of' super-
4eat~ed steam as b:eing 1616 Ja.,T.U. 
The tota.:l heat content of the su:perheate~d 
.. 
steam entering the retort is the product of heat con-
tent of one pound of steam, the pounds of steam used 
pe'r hour, and the time (1) in hours, which is: 
16,15 x 56 x 1 .. 15 :t 104,000 B.T.U. 
2 ,. Heat content of re:tor,,! 
This quantity is equal to the product of the 
weight of the retort shell and the specific heat of the 
(1) A,s herein used, this time is that specified in item 
7 under ft'T'abula ted Resu1 tstt. 
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sheet s~teel J :plus the :pr oduc,t of the weight of the 're'-
tort pipe couplings and plugs and the specific heat of 
east iron, each product being multiplied by the temp-
erature difference. tl ) 
Weight of retort shell equals weight in 
pounds of one square foot of U. S.Standard Gang'e sheet 
metal. time s the s :quare feet of retort surfaee: 
~a: x p;i x 5/16 x S :: 26 pounds. 
Weight of 5,ft· cast ir on pipe coup-
lings @ 10 Ibs. each a 
We ight~ of 5 tt' cast iron p',ipe plugs 




Specific. heat a.f ' sheet steel • O.l1.7 
Specific heat of east iron ! ... O.1.2,98 
Therefore the heat g'iven to the retort is: 
3.. Heat given to .2. residue 
This quantity is e.qual to the produc.t of the 
weight of the residue, the s.pecific heat of the residue, 
and the temperature diff"erence, between the Siverage max-
imum temperature of the residue and the -temperature of 
the coal as it entered the retort. is 
(1) As herein U'sed, the temperature difference is the 
differe:nee between the average of the thermocouple 
readings in degrees F. at the end and beginning of 
the time as described in the :" ~;. ::'" ;")\ , footnote, on the 
preceding page. 
4. Heat in volatile-s plus fixed gases 
'this quantity is equal to the pr qduct of the 
weight of the volatiles, the specific heat of the vol-
atiles, and the tempe rature difference between the 
average temperature of the vapor as it left the retort 
during the superhe ated a team period and the temperature: 
of the coal as it entered the r etart, which i e:: 
\. 
25 x 0.3 x (289 - 70) = 1640 B.T~U. 
5. ~. content ,2[, superhe;ated s't ,eam leaving_ retort 
This quantity is based on the ave'rage read-
ings of number one thermocouple during the time as herein 
specified, a.nd a pressure of 14 pounds per sq. in. ab-
solute. This ia higher than atmospheric pressure by the 
amount of the friction head in the condensers and the 
... 
piping. The heat content of one pound of steam based 
on an average temperature of the vapor as it left the 
retort a.t 289 degrees F. was found from ste3..L"1l tables 
to be 1182:B.T.U. Therefore the total heat of super-
heated steam was 
1182 x 62 x 1.15 : 84.500 B.T.U. 
This quantity is the heat imparted to the in-
sulating material, plua the heat lost by radiation from 
the retort casing sur:face, from the highly hea.ted retort 
cap, and probably from errors in observed exit steam 
temperatures. ' This amounts approximately to 4,000 B.T.U. ~ ­
the heat imparted to the insulati on, assuming the 2;...incn 
layer of insulation next to the r -etort fluctuates about 
500 degrees F. in heating and coolin~, and is unaffected 
beyond a. paint 2: inche s from the retort, also 2:00:0 B.T.U. 
1081+ by radiation. This total of 6,,000 B.T'.U.- subtracted 
from the 9,910 B.T.U. shown in the unaccounted for heat 
in the "Tabulated Results tt! for Test 6. still leaves 
3, ,910 B.T'.U. unaccount_ed f or which must be the heat lost 
from the 'Very high temperature sur'faces at the top of 
the retort and probably errors in the observed temp. 
eratures: of the di scharged steam and volatiles,. All 
-thermocouples, excepting No.7 which was inserted within 
the superheated steam line, were placed in contact wi th 
the outer wall surface of the retort and undoubtedly 
gave low readings. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS' 
GENERAL. The purpose of the foregoing curves is to, 
allow the inatantaneous t'emperatw:-ea and, pa.rticula.rly-
the rate 0:£ change of temperature, of the superheat'ad 
steam and the coal. throughout t .he retort during' the 
progxess of the t es-t runs. The thermoc()uples placed 
at regular intervals along the length of the retort, 
as previousl.y deser'! bed. ar'e numba'red from 1 to 6. in-
clusi va, the' o-ne at the vapor outle t being deSignated 
as number 1. The temperature 0:£ the superhea.ted steam 
as it entered the retort was determined by thermocouple 
number 7. 
Except for the graph representing conditions 
'of test Ne. 8 in which the oharg'e was pr~heate'd and 
finally dry-quenched w'1th relatively low-temperature 
superheated steam, the curves herein presented are sub-
stant ially at the same g:e naral shape 11 )Thro·ugh~u tall 
of the tests. it is' interesting to note the consistent 
lagging of the tempe ratures near .100 degrees c., as 
indicated particularly by thermocouples' No's. 1, 2' and 3. 
11) Dotted eyr;Jes indica.te probable temperatures. Ther-
mocGup~es in these cases were eit~her aut of order or 
being used to, obtain temperatures in the retort 
insula tio.n. 
&3. 
during the first part of the superheated steam perio,d 
when the C oa~ i .n the ~Qwer zones was being he ated up by 
condensation of the steam. following this the subse-
quent rate of" temperature increase a.s indicated by the 
slope of the curves, and then theerossing of the curves 
as the retort is eools'd. ultimately resulting in revers-
ing the final. arrangeme:nt at the curves. 
COAL SI~ va DISTILLING PERIOD. Tests No. 1 a.nd Ho. 5 
show the influenoe of the size of c·oa1 on the length o'f' 
time required for distillation at the: same final distill-
ing tempe ra.tur e • The charge used in Test No. 1 was 
aized to -lit to f itt· and that used in Test No. 5to 
-itt to Ita. Compari son of the distilling periods as. 
indi c'ated on the curves shovrs the periQd in No.5, ex-
ceeding by 2 minutes that in No.1 in which the larg'er' 
coal was us'ed. This appears to be in a directio·n con-
trary to the expe cted results. However, l .t was observed 
that th is canne 1 coal tended to fractur e when i t wafl 
crushed", into flat laminated pieces which were thin in 
s .ection and yet large enOugh in the other dimensions 
to be wi thheld by a i -It men. Hence, the larg'er siz:e; 
of coal was usually no thicker in its smallest dimena! on 
than the smaller size and w'ill distill in like periods 
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of time, also the pie cas became porous with many small 
cracks parallel to 'the bedding plane which made them 
permeaible to the Bup'erheated erteam. This effect would 
not be measurable in treating coal lmnps af much larger 
sizes. Also, it should be n~ted, that the distillation 
progresaeddown through the a-fo,at column of coal~ in 
both instanoes, at the rate o'f l-fo-ot in each 10 minute " 
interval. Or, if we aons ider the range of temperature 
within which the c-oal is distille.d as· 3,60 degrees C. to-
450 degree:s C., then in each instance the ave,rage period 
that the coal particle is undergoing distillatioin is 
twenty minutes. Previous work, however, has dem,onstrated 
that coa.l of the two' sizes used will actually distill 
in les's than t.wenty minutes, and therefore the distilling: 
.' 
period is , in these te:sts ent-irely governed by :rate of 
I 
heat supply and no-t by coal particle- 6i%e. With co-a1 
charges composed of lumps having minimum dimensions of 
1 inch the effect of lump size on. distilling,' ra.te would 
be im'.Portant. Lnmps l-inch minimum diameter will re-
quire approxima. tel.y 1 hour to distill and 2"-ineh l,umps 
nearly 3 hours under the above conditions. 
SUPEH.HEATED STEAl! PERIODS va ECONOMY. The cha.rge used 
in Test No.5 was heated with superheated steam until 
after the end of the distilling period, while in Test 
No. 6 the heating gas supply of the superheate.r was 
shut off before distillation was completed in an effort 
to use the steam most economically' {note the length of 
superheated s·t, ~am period in each case 1. An inspeetiO'n 
/ of the curves for Testa No.5 and No., 6, shows that using 
the same final distill~ng temperat,ure (650 degrees C.). 
and securing oomplete distillation in both cases, the 
superheated s-team pe.ri'od was 20 minutes shorte.r in Test 
No. 6 in which steam economy was practioed than in Test 
No.5. Ob,viously" thep it is distinc'tl.y advantageous 
from the standpoint of economy ,to shut off the superheater 
gas supply hefore distIllation is complete, since the 
same end condi ti ons qf di sti llati on · result. The' prac-
tical application of the economy would be to divert the 
superheated steam int 0 another retort at this moment. 
Curves for Tests' No. 2 and No.3 show a similar saving 
of . superheated ste.am at a higher final distilling temp-
erature (760 degrees e.). 
DISTILLING ~RIOD VS· FINAL DISTILLING TEMPERATURE. Test 
No. 3·and T.est No.4 were both run with an a.ttempt to 
secure superheated steam economy, but different'super-
heated steam temperatures were us'ed" No. 4 being 
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5i35 degrees, C., and No.3, 760 degrees C. By reference 
to the curves it is s;een that the distilling period for 
No.4 at the lower temperature is 8 minutes long'er than 
No.3. It will also be noted however, that the rate of 
temperature increase as of thermocouple No.7, indicated 
by the s lope of the curve, is much slower in Test No. 3 
than in Test No.4. Hence if superheated steam had been 
raised to its final temperature in equal periods of time, 
then, with the same flow of steam, the distilling period 
o,f Test No. :3 at t.hee higher distilling temperature would 
have been mue,h fuxt.he.·r reduced. It may be ooncluded. 
therefore, that the higher superheated steam temperatures 
will decrease the length of the dis tilling' period as 
well as the consUIilption of superheated steam. 
GENERATION OF WATER GAS. It was found in the runs using 
superheated steam at temperatures of 650 degrees c •. and 
above, that large quantities of gas were generated, as 
may be seen by reference particularly to the data she'et 
of Test No. 3, the steam tempera.ture of which was 7'60 
degrees C. This gas was identified by the flame color 
and behavior in burning as blue water gas produced by 
the combination of the chemically reactive coal residue 
with the highly heated eteam, in accordance with the 
following reactions: 
e I H20 CO I H2 
C· " 2H2,O = cO2 ,L 2H2 
Mixed with this gas was also some of the gas formed 
from the residual volatiles of the coke residue con-
siating of methane and hydrogen, also possibly some 
distillation gases. 
PREHEATING EFFECTS. The curves for Test No.8 show that 
thermocouples No.1 and No.2 reached a tempera.ture of 
135 degrees C. in 70 minutes while the preheating of the 
charge withsuperhea.ted steam a.t 300 degrees C was in 
progress. In Test No.3 made at 76-0 degrees C. the' 
curves show that thes'e thermocouples did not reach this 
same temperature until 55 minutes of the superheated 
steam period. Also i-n Tests No.2 and 7 made at 760 
degrees C. at the end of 5·5 minutes of the superheated 
steam periods, these thermocouples indicated 2'00 de-
grees C. It will be noted further that in dry..;.quenching 
the cbarges in a.ll the various tests the lowest temp-
erature reached by the steam leaving the reto!'t, couple 
No.1, was approximately .250 degrees C. 
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Therefor'e it is obvious that~he proposed method 
of using this steam leaving the retort, during the dry-
quenching period, f'or preheating a fresh coal charge in 
another retort, that much high-temperature steam would 
be saved. The superheated steam period was 70 minutes 
in Test 8, 95 minutes in Test 7, 85 minutes in Test 3. 
and 100 minutes in Test 2. Had it been tbat the super-
heated steam used in Test 8 was initially at 760 degrees 
C,., as would be the case in a commercial plant where the 
steam at constant, t.emperature is diverted from one re-
tort to the next, it is probable that the superhe.ated 
stea..In period and the preheating period would each have 
been 60 minutes or less, making a total period of 120 
minutes. 
There are good evidences why the entire out-
fIel' of steam, oil vapors, and gases from the base of 
one retort should pass through the next retort of fresh 
coal enroute to the condensers, thus serving to preheat 
the new coal with both the exit superheated steam and 
the dry-quenching steam, and continuing until the new 
charge has stored within it the greatest quantity of 
heat. In the case of cannel coal, from which the coal 
residue will not have extensive market value because of 
" , ' ,' :: 
its high ash content, the final cooling of the residue 
to a safe temperature for storing might be advantageously 
done by discharging it and spraying with water. This 
procedure serves to keep the retorts free f or dis tilling 
purposes during the greatest peroentage of their time, 
which would not be the case if they were used to serve 
as dry-quenching chambers. In the case of coals such 
as the Barbon County coals from which the smokeless 
fuel residue is the important product desired, the · coke 
should be dry-quenched with steam in the retorts to 
the safe storage temperature thus keeping the product 
physically dry. In tli-is procedure the dry-quenching 
steam might be best derived by recovering the sensible 
and latent heat of the volatiles issuing from one re-
tort by condensing them in an evaporator type of con-
denser, the ne\1I1 low-pressures team the n be lng passed 
through the coal residue innnediately following the di-
verting of the superheated steam into the next retort. 
DISTILLING GRADED SIZES OF COAL. As shown above, there 
was no reduction in time cons~~ed in distilling the 
charges compri sing the different sizes of cannel coal, 
this being because of the fact that the largest lumps 
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used. namely, - l il t inch actually required much lees 
time to distill them than the time for the distilling 
heat-wave (360 degre,ea C:. to 450 d~greea c.). to pass 
ent ir ely through the r eta rt from top to bot tom. Had 
the lumps been over I-inch in minimum dimensions a 
coal charge of the height, or even greater or 'less. 
height" and with the same flow of steam, would have 
consumed more time. However, there is the practical 
consideration to be met as to the best way to effectively 
.. 
distill the maximum quantity of the slack coa.l at the 
proposed cannel coa~ mine. It would appear from the 
foregoing da.ta that t .he slack coal should be screened 
to s·eve'ra.l siz.es· and these pla.ced s.everally into the 
retort with the coarsest at the base and the finest 
dust free siz.e. say - itt I l/8u , at the" top as applied 
in Test No.7. The s:ize from dust up to liB-inch would 
then serve for stoker fuel under the boiler or for heat-
ing the separately fired superheater. In a stoker this 
high oil-yielding fuel should undergo combustion much 
like an oil fire. In the treatment of Carbon County 
s:lack cool the physical properties, crushing B.trength 
and insipient fusibility of the coal while undergoing 
distillation, requires that the retort charge be com-
posed of stratified laye'rs with the c oarse~st 'the 
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strongest} lum.psat the base of the cha.rge ao as to 
avoid crus11.ing and yet compress slightly while improv-
ing the density and hardness of the smokeless fuel 
pro,duct. 
RETORT INSULATION AND TE1G?ERATURE GRADIENTS. Figure 4 
shows the temperatures along the retort surface and ! ~t 
six equidistant pa,ints throughout the thickness of the 
insulating wall at the thermocouple positions shown in 
Figure 2. These measurement S Viere taken during Test No. 
7 after the pr oduc.tion of oil had ceased and the retort 
had therefore been receiving heat for approximately Ii 
hours. The temperature readings on the retort wall were 
taken after the flow of steam had been shut off. Each 
thermocouple starting \V.ith No. I was r~ad and then moved 
out I inch from the wall into the insulation. After No. 
7 \Vas read a second reading was r~de of No.1 and it 
was then moved out another inch. Thus the measurements 
were taken out to and including the surface temperature 
of the insulating wall, the entire set of temperature 
readings requiring about 50 minutes. 
It is recognized that the temperature gradient 
through the wall at each thermocouple position should be 
a curve of logarit~ic form if the temperature of the 
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heat-rece! ving surface had been constant. This, however, 
was not the case since during the progress of the dis-
tillation all points along the retort ha.d been gradually 
rising in temperature in accordance with the records 
shown in Test 7 graphs. Consequently it may be stated 
that the points on each thermocouple curve above the 
abscissa, figures 1 to 6, are instantaneous records of 
the temperature df the insulating material, which is 
the additive effect of an infinite series of heat im-
pulses, of increasing potential, moving out ~hlough the 
insula ti ng wall. 'l'herefor e the cur.'Ve is s teepe r than 
if the temperatures had been stationary. The, temper-
a ture of the outer E$"llrfaee will, of c our se, move up 
and down as the wave,s, (i)f heat pasa down the retort in 
too 
successive distillation tests. The figure sho\m on 
Figure 4 for the ,su,rface temperature was used in cal-
cula ting the hea t loss. 
YIELD OF PRODUCTS. It will be observed by referring 
to the dat,a on each test that the oil yield was the same 
in all instances within the range of possible experiments.l 
error in collecting the oil and its distillation to re-
move the contained water. It is logical to conclude 
that the yields actually were the same considering that 
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the particles of coal throughout the charge experienced 
practically the same rate of rise of temperature in all 
tests· while passing through tl:1edistillation range 
(360 degrees C. to ij5.0 degrees C-.). Although the con-
tents of the retort were heated hot,te,r in some testa, 
this oceurred after the oil was remove'd and carried out 
, of the retort(14) • . 
The ave:rage yield of crude oil in this study 
was 64.0 gallons .. :per ton of coal, that reported by Allen 
6,8.8. 
The lattel=' analysis was made by Karrick in 
the U. S. Bureau of 'Kines in which the following data 
regarding the oil als.o appear: 
ttspecific gravity of crude oil - .918 at 
o 15.56 degrees a. ;B8:umY 22.5. 
Viscosity of crude oil at 60 degrees C. 
- 57 Saybolt. 
S.etting Point of crude oil - 34 degrees C. 
DISTILLATION ANALYSIS 
Ftrst drop 49 deg.C. 
Percent to 150 deg.C. 
ft· .. 200 deg.C • 
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VACutThII ANALYSIS, PERCENT GRAVITY VISCOSITY POINT 
Percent to 200 deg.C. 1.87 • 88.9 40 ... 15 deg.C • 
tt 2.75 deg .~. 27.14 .920 66 36 deg.C. 
Residii.tYJ'l waxy and oil prabab1y will yield good 
percentage of high melting point wax.~ 
Thesis c~acking analysis at 120 Ibs. pressure, 
gave 15 gal. refined ga.soline, 12 gal. kerosene, 15 gal. 
fuel oil from which diesel oil and road oil can be re-
fined, 2 gal. of e:re:sylic acid, 52 Ibs.' of ashless coke 
from each ton of co-al. 
The~ mea6Ul"ements of coal gas were made and re-
corded for each test and it was found that the average 
distillation gas had a fuel value of B.T.U. 
" 
The cannel coal residue was e aaily kindled 
and burned very well without smoke. 
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An engineering investigation has been made of 
a valuable natural resource of the State of Utah, - the 
cannel coal body in the Zion Canyon - Cedar Breaks area 
of Southern Utah. The availability of this undeveloped 
body is not.ed, als~ its probable economic importance to 
the Stat:e. Attention is now .directed to the potential 
usefulness of this g,r~at body, offering many new 
Mechanical, Mining, ~n<i: Chemical E.ngineering studies for 
engineering students, of the Uni versi ty, also as a source 
of revenue for the tJtah Research Foundation which has 
just been created • . 
A. "'heat· a.na. ttproducts~' study has bleen mlBlde 
in the destructive distillation of this c~nel coal. Super-
heated steam was used as the heat-transferring fluid, 
wherein the heat units involved have been measured and 
their distribution traced during the mechanism of the heat 
transfer steps while heating, also while abstracting 
heat, "'dry-quenching" the residue, with low temperature 
stearn. The quantity of coal gas and the semi-coke were 
determined, also the crude oil product was refined into 
desirable petroleum derivatives. 




source, when reheated, provides an effectual way of 
transferring the necessary heat. into batches of dust-free 
slack coal and aCQom:plishing very rapid distillation. 
Important economies in steam consumption are obtained, 
(Il by preheating the coal, (Z) by using maximum steam 
temperature, (3) by using physically dry coal, (4) by 
reducing he:at absorption in walls of retort by using 
retort covering of low conductivity and heat ea.pa<?ity~ 
therefore by using latr,ge diameter charge of coal to min-
imize surface loss ta:c:tor, (5) by reduc ing radiatio n 
losses, {6} by utili~ing the heat stored ' in' top portion 
of coal charge to di' ,t ,ill by trans,fer of its heat to the 
( 
lower portion of coal charge, (7) ,by using s:ensible 
heat of coal residue to preheat new coal, (8) by con-
densing the issuing' steam and oil vapors i-n an eVa}? orator 
and using the new stea.m generated to dry-quench ani pre-
heat other new coal charges, (9) by using very tall re-
torts full of properly sized coal. 'the data indicate 
that the amall diameter retort used in thes-e studies 
can apply economies and distill coal with less than one 
pound 'of steam per pound of coal treated. 
This cannel coal, unlike the fusing types of 
bittuninous coking coals, has the desirable physical 
" 
property of holding its form without crushing or cohesion 
while pawsing through the treatment. The s'o1id resildue 
is active chemically, though high in ash, and should be 
a good smokeless domestic fuel or fuel for industrial 
gas. The crude oil was readily cracked into a color-
stable, non gum-forming gasoline with small refining 
loss. 
The alack ooal should pr ovide a permanent sup-
ply of low-priced citY. gas and diesel power-plant 011 
for Cedar City, also . motor fuel a.nd r0ad oil for the 
National Parks area, ' &il.d develop anew coal mining 1n~ 
dUB-try of aremarka:b.le "coal wi th steady employment f or 
labor in Southern Utah. 
, > 
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